Picks of the Week

FERRANTE & TEICHER (United Artists 50699)
ENOC LIGHT AND THE LIGHT DESIGN (Vanguard 34284)
MEL TAYLOR (Avalon 36008)

TITANIC (Epic 10810)

Sultana (2:47) (April, ASCAP—Titanic) Instrumental hit in English brought to the world by Latvia’s “Soul Sacrifice” and The Tomond’s "Telfast" with a bone thrown in for good measure. With exposure, a hit here too. Flip: no info. available.

FREDA PAYNE (Is nit 9019)
The Road We Didn’t Take (3:33) (Gold Forever, BMI—Holland, Dozi- ter, Dungan). This one brings home a ballad from her “Con- tact” LP. Soul and pop programming interest. Flip: no info. available.

CLARENCE REED (Alist 4603)
Good Old Days (2:18) (Shelby, BMI, Reid, Clarke, Case). Label brings this Betty Wright song up to how to set this soulman in an equally favorable light which has already begun to shine on the rb charts. Flip: “Ten Tons Of Dynamite” (2:30) (Stax, BMI).}

ROGER KELLAWAY (A&M 1321)
Remembering You (2:19) (Tandem, BMI—C. O’Connor, R. Kellaway). Closer “All In The Family” theme tinkle a monky honk-ton piano and could tickle the dance charts as well. Flip: no info. available.

GEORGE MC CANNON III (Men- tromedia 234)

HENRY MANNICI, HIS ORCHE- STRA AND THE SINGERS 
(Theme From Nicholas And Alexandra) (2:37) (Colgema/Horizon Pictures, Paramount). Mc Mannici—iii touches highligh Canadian hit with much potential to spread across a world. The label and gives English—language film. How to translate a mood into an rb hit. And his angels really sing? Flip: no info. available.

PAGLIARO (Pye 5060)

MIKE DOUGLAS (MGM 1257)

THE NATURALS (Cali 181)
I Can’t Share This Love (3:45) (Jam’d/Nardal, BMI—C. White) Sold- sell rb’ers could sell slicker singles. Makes smooth soul chart item. Flip: “Young Generation” (2:45) (Jim, W. Thomas, R. Fitzpatrick).

RIVKA (Badal 272)